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Abstract: The weldability of ductile iron, as widely known, is relatively poor, essentially due
to its typical carbon equivalent value. The present study was developed surrounding the heat
treatability of welded joints made with a high strength ductile cast iron detaining an ultimate
tensile strength of 700 MPa, and aims to determine which heat treatment procedures promote
the best results, in terms of microstructure and mechanical properties. These types of alloys are
suitable for the automotive industry, as they allow engineers to reduce the thickness of parts while
maintaining mechanical strength, decreasing the global weight of vehicles and providing a path for
more sustainable development. The results allow us to conclude that heat treatment methodology
has a large impact on the mechanical properties of welded joints created from the study material.
However, the thermal cycles suffered during welding promote the formation of ledeburite areas near
the weld joint. This situation could possibly be dealt through the implementation of post-welding
heat treatments (PWHT) with specific parameters. In contrast to a ductile cast iron tested in a previous
work, the bull-eye ductile cast iron with 700 MPa ultimate tensile strength presented better results
during the post-welding heat treatment than during preheating.
Keywords: weldability; ductile cast iron; welding; heat affected zone; cracks; microstructure;
preheating; post-welding heat treatment (PWHT); bull-eye structure

1. Introduction
Due to properties such as good mechanical strength, interesting fatigue resistance, adequate
wear resistance, excellent machinability, low cost, good fluidity and castability, ductile cast irons
(DCIs), also known as spheroidal graphite irons (SGIs), are widely used in several applications,
such as machine tool beds, heavy-duty engine blocks, crankshafts, camshafts, pistons, cylinders,
heavy section wind turbine components, railway brake disks, wheels, pipes, valves, pumps and
gears, among others [1,2]. Moreover, DCIs and other cast irons, as well as castable special steels,
allow us to obtain complex shapes through a single manufacturing operation: the casting process.
Nevertheless, in this set of materials, DCIs present lower specific weights, enabling the casting of
thinner-walled parts, while maintaining very attractive mechanical properties, namely the ductility
and the fracture toughness, whose properties are significantly better than those presented by gray
cast irons or white cast irons, in general. Indeed, it can be stated as well that DCIs present the highest
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mechanical strength and the best ductility among cast irons, combining the main advantages of gray
cast irons (such as excellent machinability), with the properties of common steels (e.g., high mechanical
strength, toughness, hardenability, ductility and hot workability) [3,4]. Further information regarding
the mechanical properties of DCIs, as well as cast irons in general, can be found in [5,6]. The mechanical
properties of DCIs arise from their microstructure (which is dependent on chemical composition),
graphite nodule size, type of inoculation method that was carried out and balance between ferrite and
the other phases in the matrix, among others [7,8]. In fact, DCIs are produced by inoculating the molten
metal immediately before casting, through the addition of a small amount of Mg or Ce [9], giving rise
to the nodularization of the graphite previously dispersed in the matrix. Moreover, it can be stated as
well that DCIs’ properties also depend on the process parameters used during their production [10].
Usually, DCIs have carbon contents between 3.0% and 4.0%, also including Si, in the range of 1.8 to 2.8%,
and Mn, between 0.1% and 1.0%, and small amounts of P and S [6,9]. These elements are responsible
for some of the problems encountered during production and processing of DCIs, as they affect the
material’s mechanical properties by promoting the appearance of harmful structures, such as carbides,
chunky graphite, graphite flotation, irregular graphite, shrinkage, nodules alignment and gas holes,
among others [11–14]. Regarding the demand for high strength materials with very good castability,
new treatments of ductile irons [15] or new compositions [16] have been developed, widening the
properties and application of these materials; however, problems related to their weldability remain
similar (being better in the case of austempered ductile irons (ADIs)) [15]. Nowadays, it is possible
to find DCIs with ultimate tensile strengths of 700 MPa and greater, allowing castability parameters
similar to what is seen on conventional DCI alloys, allowing a reduction of the overall dimension
of products. This ability is very useful for the transportation industry (railways, trucks and cars),
as weight reduction directly leads to a decrease in emissions and improves sustainability [17].
The welding of DCIs is not performed routinely in the metalworking industry, due to the problems
related to its composition [18]. Effectively, DCI welding requires careful preparation; it is difficult to
achieve similar mechanical properties after welding relative to the ones presented by the parent metal.
The main problems related to the weldability of DCIs arise from the excessive content of carbon and
related materials that promote martensite formation in the heat affected zone (HAZ) as well as iron
carbides between the bead and the parent metal (interface). However, there are many situations where
welding processes can help us to overcome some difficulties related to casting defects, machining
mistakes, small cracks resulting from the cooling process, or cyclical workloads [19]. Indeed, repairs
via welding represent the most performed operation regarding DCIs [20]. Thus, several processes
have been tested with success in terms of joining DCIs, such as Manual Shielded Metal Arc Welding
(SMAW), Oxyacetylene Welding (OAW), Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW), Gas Tungsten Arc Welding
(GTAW), Flux Cored Arc Welding (FCAW) and Laser Welding (LW), among others [19,21,22], while
others were discarded. For instance, when using Friction Welding (FW) in DCIs, due to the lubricant
effect of graphite, the necessary localized high temperature cannot be achieved in order to promote
DCI fusion [21]. Hence, there are studies on how to repair big components like heavy-duty engine
blocks [9].
Regarding the need to use welding processes in a reliable way, some studies have been carried
out in an effort to determine how to achieve the best results in terms of mechanical strength, fatigue
resistance and wear behavior [22–26]. Furthermore, other studies have been performed in order to
evaluate how to improve surface wear resistance using filler metal (FM) as a thick surface layer [1].
The use of heat treatments is a common way to overcome the traditional four difficulties encountered
when welding DCI [23,24]. Usually, when a preheating stage is performed, the UTS (Ultimate Tensile
Stress) is not severely affected by the cooling process [19], due to the hardness associated with the
phases (martensite, bainite, pearlite and ledeburite) formed in each zone (fusion zone (FZ), HAZ (heat
affected zone) and partially melted zone (PMZ)). Therefore, the main goal of a pre-heating procedure
is to reduce residual stresses and distortions, preventing, as well, a rapid cooling rate and consequent
cracking risk, providing the HAZ with higher ductility [23]. A temperature of 300 ◦ C is referred to
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in the literature as the most convenient to achieve good results in terms of mechanical properties of
DCI welded joints [20], conferring a bainitic HAZ and a discontinuous presence of carbides. PWHT
is referred to as useful for slightly reducing the HAZ hardness, improving the ductility in this area
and reducing the residual stresses imposed by the welding thermal cycle. A similar effect is produced
when performing further welding passes relative to the former ones. In a recent study, authors found
that when welding a similar high strength DCI to the one discussed in this work, a pre-heating stage
of 300 ◦ C for 2 h along with multi-pass welds promoted the best outcome in terms of mechanical
properties [24]. Buttering was used successfully in the preparation of the SMAW process, conferring a
higher ductility to the weldment [19]. Pouranvari [25] carried out experiments, using 870 ◦ C with a 1 h
holding time and furnace cooling, with PWHT in gray cast irons joined with Ni based FM, promoting
martensite dissolution and graphitization in the HAZ, reducing, as well, the hardness in the PMZ and
conferring a smooth hardness profile through the welded area.
FM has been one of the most interesting topics discussed in the last two decades regarding DCI
welding [15]. Indeed, studies have been carried out allowing us to state that Ni, as a FM, allows
better mechanical properties than nodular cast iron electrodes [18,26]. In fact, nickel is able to dissolve
graphite contained in the DCI parent metal, germinating as low average size spherulites, preventing
the formation of martensite or fragile carbides and promoting a more uniform weldment structure with
the ability to deform without cracking. Welds performed with FM based on Ni alloys have given an
advantage in the last decade [27,28], due to the microstructure achieved, mainly composed of Ni-rich
solid solution dendrites together with some M23C6 carbides interdendritic eutectics [1]. Studies carried
out by Pascual et al. [18] allowed us to observe that ductility is improved when stainless steel or Ni–Fe
alloys are used as FM in DCI welding relative to gray iron FM, which presents the worse results in
terms of mechanical properties. Moreover, the same authors concluded that Ni alloys provide the
best results in terms of mechanical properties, with stainless steel being a cheaper alternative as FM,
ensuring, as well, satisfactory results. Effectively, using Ni alloys as FM when welding DCIs avoids
carbide formation, contributing in this way to an increase in ductility in the joint, mainly when used
together with a preheating treatment [24]. However, many years ago, Kelly et al. [29] studied the
suitability of Ni–Fe–Mn alloys as FM for DCI welding, concluding that these alloys may be able to
be used without the necessity of preheating or PWHT processes, maintaining the properties of the
parent metal in the joint, stating that the presence of some martensite and carbides in the HAZ can
help tensile properties on welded DCI, concluding in this way that the microstructure of the HAZ is
not enough by itself to characterize the performance of a joint.
This work aimed to investigate the weldability of a high strength ductile cast iron with 700 MPa
tensile strength. Its microstructure was composed mainly of graphite nodules surrounded by ferrite
rings in a structure typically designated by “bull’s eye”. Different preheating and PWHT were carried
out in order to determine the conditions that allow attainment of the highest value in terms of tensile
strength, studying, as well, the hardness profile in the welded area as well as potential material
phase transformations.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sibodur® 700-10
The material chosen for this study was a high strength DCI, patented and distributed by Georg
Fischer (GF), which was developed mainly for the automotive industry. This DCI has a very impressive
set of mechanical properties when compared to other cast irons. As hinted by its commercial name,
SiboDur® 700-10, it has a minimum UTS of approximately 700 MPa and an average strain of 6–12% in
the as-cast state and therefore, is commonly utilized to create chassis and drivetrain-related components
for automobiles, such as wheel hubs, suspension arms and chassis bracings. According to the supplied
data sheet, the main chemical composition of the tested material was (wt %) C% 3.35–3.65, Si% 2.8–3.3,
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Mn% 0.15–1.0 and Cu% 0.5–1.1. Microstructurally, this DCI has a pearlitic matrix with a typical bull-eye
look (between 60% and 90%). These, and other material properties, can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1. Base material main properties [16].
Base Material Mechanical Properties
Ultimate Yield Strength (rm )
Offset Yield Strength (rp0.2 )
Strain (a)
Offset Compressive Strength (σd0.2 )
Shear Stress (tab )
Young’s Modulus (e)
Shear Modulus (g)

≥700 n/mm2
≥440 n/mm2
≥6–12%
≥370 n/mm2
≥545 n/mm2
176 (RT1 ) 154 (400 ◦ C) kn/mm2
68 kn/mm2
1

Hardness (hb)
Density (ρ)
Iso-v Notch Impact (ak )
Thermal Expansion Coefficient
Specific Thermal Capacity
Specific Electrical Resistivity
Thermal Conductivity

240–290 HBW
6.9 (600 ◦ C) g/cm3
2 (−40 ◦ C) 5 (RT 1 ) J/cm2
11.8 (20–10 ◦ C) 13.7 (20–60◦ C) 10−6 /K
0.52 (100 ◦ C) 0.73 (600 ◦ C) J/(g·K)
0.62 (RT 1 ) 0.77 (600 ◦ C) µΩ·m
28.8 (100 ◦ C) 26.5 (600 ◦ C) W/(K·m)

Room Temperature.

2.2. Sample Preparation
Raw material was provided by the manufacturer and received in the format of cylindrical bars
with 190 mm of length and 3 different diameters (Ø1 = 46 mm, Ø2 = 38 mm and Ø3 = 36 mm). Based on
this geometry, a test specimen was devised with dimensions of 61 × 31 × 4 mm3 and a chamfered 45◦
edge. This geometry enabled us to extract the highest amount of test specimens per raw material bar.
Test specimen creation involved several machining (turning and milling) and saw cutting operations in
order to obtain the final geometry. A total of 42 test specimens were created, which were then welded
together at their chamfered edge, forming a test sample. A total of 21 test samples were created.
2.3. Sample Reference Coding
Seven different preparation parameters/thermal treatment conditions were tested, in an effort to
determine the most successful method to heat treat the selected material. A total of 21 test samples
were created (three samples for each condition). Therefore, to aid data processing, a codification
sequence was created, to help keep track of the conditions that originated each test specimen. Shown
below is the generic example of the created coding sequence:
CP_Px_N_Px_Wz_Py
where:
CP—Sample number;
x—Pre-heating cycle temperature (◦ C);
y—Post-welding heat treatment cycle temperature (◦ C);
1st P—First pre-weld heat cycle, at temperature x (x is equal to zero if no heat cycle is used);
N—Pre-addition of nickel to chamfered edge (N only appears when nickel is used);
2nd P—Second pre-weld heat cycle, at temperature x (x is equal to zero if no heat cycle is used);
W—Welding, with Inconel as FM;
z—Number of weld passes;
3rd P—Post-weld heat cycle, at temperature y (y is equal to zero if no heat cycle is used).
2.4. Heating Cycle Parameters
Heat cycles were tested in order to evaluate which sequence promoted the strongest joint, be it
either pre-welding, post-welding or a combination of both heat treatments. The temperatures profiles
were chosen based on the work developed in [20,24], consisting of either 300 ◦ C or 700 ◦ C heat cycles
for pre-heating treatments and either 700 ◦ C or 800 ◦ C for PWHT. A map of the sequence/parameters
used for each group of samples can be seen in Table 2. The utilized equipment was a Nabertherm N
11/H (Nabertherm GmbH, Lilienthal, Germany) muffle furnace.
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Table 2. Specific parameters used for each sample group during the creation of test specimens.
Parameters/Sequence
Sample Reference

1st Pre-Weld
Heat Cycle

Ni Edge Weld
Deposition

2nd Pre-Weld
Heat Cycle

Inconel Joint
Welding

Post-Weld
Heat Cycle

1_P300_N_P300_W_P0
2_P300_N_P300_W_P0
3_P300_N_P300_W_P0

300 ◦ C/2 h

60 A/2 passes

300 ◦ C/2 h

80 A/2 passes

-

4_P700_N_P700_W_P0
5_P700_N_P700_W_P0
6_P700_N_P700_W_P0

700 ◦ C/2 h

60 A/2 passes

700 ◦ C/2 h

80 A/2 passes

-

7_P0_P0_W_P700
8_P0_P0_W_P700
9_P0_P0_W_P700

-

-

-

80 A/2 passes

700 ◦ C/2 h *

10_P0_P0_W_P800
11_P0_P0_W_P800
12_P0_P0_W_P800

-

-

-

80 A/2 passes

800 ◦ C/2 h *

13_P0_P0_W_P0
14_P0_P0_W_P0
15_P0_P0_W_P0

-

-

-

80 A/2 passes

-

16_P300_N_P700_W_P0
17_P300_N_P700_W_P0
18_P300_N_P700_W_P0

300 ◦ C/2 h

60 A/2 passes

700 ◦ C/2 h

80 A/2 passes

-

19_P0_P300_W_P700
20_P0_P300_W_P700
21_P0_P300_W_P700

-

-

300 ◦ C/2 h

80 A/2 passes

700 ◦ C/2 h *

* Samples slowly cooled to room temperature inside muffle furnace.

Samples which received a nickel surface enrichment treatment were subjected to two pre-heating
cycles before joint welding. The procedure for these samples was as follows: execution of a pre-heating
cycle before the nickel surface enrichment, deposition of nickel on the chamfered edge of the sample
with aid of a nickel welding electrode, removal of excess material to restore the initial chamfer geometry,
followed by a second pre-heating cycle, performed before joint welding. Samples were transported
inside a refractory material box to the welding station in order to minimize temperature drops.
2.5. Welding Parameters
The welding process selected to join the test specimens was shielded metal arc welding (SMAW).
This process was selected following the same line of thought discussed in [24]. The equipment utilized
was an OERLIKON welder, model SAXOTIG 1600 (OERLIKON, Pfäffikon, Switzerland).
To perform the nickel surface enrichment on the chamfered edge of the test samples, an FN 10
electrode (ref. AWS SFA 5.15: E Ni Cl with a nickel content above 98%) with a diameter of 2.5 mm
was chosen. As recommended by the electrode manufacturer, a positive pole connection was used in
conjunction with a 60 A setting. To join the test samples, an Inconel LR 82 (ref. AWS SFA 5.11: E Ni Cr
Fe-3) electrode was chosen with a chemical composition of (wt %) Ni% 67 minimum; Cr% 16; Fe% 7;
C% 0.04; Si% 0.4; Mn% 7.5; and Nb% 2 and a diameter of 2.5 mm. An 80 A setting was used with an
arc voltage of 25 V (82 V of empty voltage). Two weld passes were executed at a travel speed of 90 mm
per minute.
2.6. Sample Parameters
Table 2 shows the conditions by which each sample group was created. For a better understanding
of the reference coding used, please refer to Section 2.3.
2.7. Weld Joint Analysis
The quality, internal soundness and properties of the welded joints were evaluated based on
several non-destructive tests. Besides assessing the quality of the weld joint, these tests also allowed
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us to evaluate how neighboring microstructures of the weld area were affected during welding
(e.g., the HAZ).
Nondestructive tests consisted of visual inspection, penetrating dye testing, magnetic particle
testing and X-ray inspection.
Executed destructive tests were tensile testing, hardness testing and metallographic analysis,
allowing us to determine several mechanical properties of the welded joints, such as ultimate
tensile strength, strain, hardness profile throughout the welded joint, and changes in the
material’s microstructure.
All previously-mentioned tests followed the same methodology, equipment and standards
discussed in [24]. In particular, Table 3 shows the different international standards used for each
test method.
Table 3. Test procedures and standards.
Test Procedure

Standard

Visual inspection
Penetrating dye
Magnetic particle
Tensile testing
Hardness testing
Metallographic analysis

ISO 17633 (2003)
ISO 23277 (2015)
ISO 23278 (2009)
ISO 4136 (2012)
ISO 9015-1 (2001)
ISO 17639 (2003)

3. Results
3.1. Tensile Test Results
Tensile test results are of great importance, as they give a direct indication of the mechanical
capabilities of a welded joint by measuring its UTS and strain. They also allow for a quick assessment
regarding the viability of a given heat treatment methodology, as the closer the results are to those of
base material (BM) the better. As can be seen in Table 4, the returned test results of welded samples are
all noticeably lower than those shown by the stock material.
Table 4. Tensile test results for created samples.
Sample Reference

Tensile Test Results
UTS (MPa)

Average UTS (MPa)

Strain (%)

Average Strain (%)
17.7 ± 2.62

BM_1
BM_2
BM_3

687.0
644.2
670.7

667.3 ± 17.62

19.5
14.0
19.7

1_P300_N_P300_W_P0
2_P300_N_P300_W_P0
3_P300_N_P300_W_P0

270.6
245.4
253.1

256.4 ± 10.55

5.01
4.43
6.44

5.3 ± 1.00

4_P700_N_P700_W_P0
5_P700_N_P700_W_P0
6_P700_N_P700_W_P0

377.1
321.6
353.8

350.9 ± 26.21

9.31
7.03
8.31

8.2 ± 1.16

7_P0_P0_W_P700
8_P0_P0_W_P700
9_P0_P0_W_P700

434.7
360.5
402.1

399.1 ± 35.57

11.1
6.82
8.91

9.0 ± 2.14

10_P0_P0_W_P800
11_P0_P0_W_P800
12_P0_P0_W_P800

174.0
245.5
212.0

210.5 ± 34.51

3.24
4.43
3.71

3.8 ±0.62

13_P0_P0_W_P0
14_P0_P0_W_P0
15_P0_P0_W_P0

335.6
344.7
322.4

334.2 ± 11.21

4.32
4.72
3.94

4.3 ± 0.40

16_P300_N_P700_W_P0
17_P300_N_P700_W_P0
18_P300_N_P700_W_P0

401.8
338.5
343.9

361.4 ± 28.67

10.2
7.70
7.92

8.6 ± 1.09

19_P0_P300_W_P700
20_P0_P300_W_P700
21_P0_P300_W_P700

405.7
371.5
385.5

387.6 ± 18.12

9.61
7.23
8.30

8.4 ± 1.22
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The average UTS dropped significantly in all welded samples, as can be seen in Table 5.
The sample which achieved the highest UTS and strain results was from the P0_P0_W_P700 group,
a group which also achieved the highest average UTS of 399.1 MPa. However, this value corresponds
roughly to 59.8% of the initial strength registered by the stock cast iron. A large decrease in strain is
also noticeable in all samples; the P0_P0_W_P700 group of samples achieved the best average outcome
(approximately 50% of the initial capability of the non-welded material).
During testing, all samples achieved failure due to rupture initiating in the HAZ region of the
welded joint, with cracks propagating throughout the border region between the FM and BM.
Table 5. Percentage of average UTS and strain in comparison with tested reference values of BM.
Sample Groups

UTS

% UTS * (%)

Strain (%)

% Strain (%) *

BM
P0_P0_W_P700
P0_P300_W_P700
P300_N_P700_W_P0
P700_N_P700_W_P0
P0_P0_W_P0
P300_N_P300_W_P0
P0_P0_W_P800

667.3
399.1
387.6
361.4
350.9
334.2
256.4
210.5

59.8
58.1
54.2
52.6
50.1
38.4
31.5

17.7
9.02
8.41
8.60
8.23
4.72
5.30
3.81

50.8
47.5
48.6
46.3
26.6
29.9
21.5

* Percentage retained of a given property in comparison to BM (reference value).

3.2. Metallography Inspection
Due to the low UTS results achieved during testing, only four samples were chosen to be viewed
using SEM microscopy. Each selected sample represents the one that achieved the highest UTS of
a given group. Four groups were chosen: the top three ranking groups in terms of average UTS
(samples 7_P0_P0_W_P700, 16_P300_N_P700_W_P0 and 19_P0_P300_W_P700) as well as the highest
scoring sample of the group that did not receive any type of heat treatment after welding (sample
14_P0_P0_W_P0).
The microstructure of the BM was also analyzed under a microscope (seen in Figure 1), showing
graphite nodules surrounded by ferrite (typical bull-eye structure), distributed uniformly in a pearlite
matrix. This structure is in accordance with what is specified by the manufacturer.
Figures 2–4 show the results from the SEM analysis for samples 7_P0_P0_W_P700,
14_P0_P0_W_P0, 16_P300_N_P700_W_P0 and 19_P0_P300_W_P700 at 200×, 400× and 1000×
magnification, respectively. The BM can be seen on the lower right-hand side of the images, while the
FM can be seen in the upper left-hand side of the images. The HAZ and weld interface region can be
seen
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Figure 1. BM microstructure (magnification 200×).
Figure 1. BM microstructure (magnification 200×).
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When viewing the retrieved images, it is possible to differentiate specific features between each
sample, such as the width of the HAZ, the dimension of the graphite nodules and the metallographic
Metals 2018, 8, 72
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structures that are present.
When viewing Figure 2 at 200× magnification, it is possible to observe that each sample has a
distinct HAZ width—Figure 2d shows the narrowest while Figure 2c shows the widest. Variation in
graphite nodule dimensions is also seen from sample to sample. In Figure 2a,c,d, there is a reduction of
nodule size in the BM, while in Figure 2b, nodule dimensions are relatively unaltered. In Figure 2a,d,
nodule size is consistent up until the HAZ region where a decrease in size occurs near the weld
interface. Carbon diffusion from the BM to FM can be seen in all samples (seen by the narrow band of
scattered small graphite nodules on the FM side of the weld); however, the degree at which it occurs
varies depends on the sample. Figure 2a,b shows lower amounts of diffused carbon nodules with
shallow penetration into the FM, while Figure 2c,d denotes a higher concentration and penetration of
diffused carbon into the FM. It is noteworthy that Figure 2c (the only observed sample that received
a nickel surface enrichment treatment before welding) demonstrates smaller sized diffused carbon
nodules than all other samples.
Figure 1. BM microstructure (magnification 200×).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2. SEM microscopic analysis at 200× magnification with a 4% Nital etching; (a) sample
Figure 2. SEM microscopic analysis at 200× magnification with a 4% Nital etching; (a) sample
7_P0_P0_W_P700
sample
7_P0_P0_W_P700 (UTS
(UTS == 434.7
434.7 MPa);
MPa); (b)
(b) sample
sample 14_P0_P0_W_P0
14_P0_P0_W_P0 (UTS
(UTS == 344.7
344.7 MPa);
MPa); (c)
(c) sample
16_P300_N_P700_W_P0
(UTS
=
401.8
MPa);
(d)
sample
19_P0_P300_W_P700
(UTS
=
405.7
MPa).
16_P300_N_P700_W_P0 (UTS = 401.8 MPa); (d) sample 19_P0_P300_W_P700 (UTS = 405.7 MPa).

Figure 3 allows a closer view at 400× magnification. It is possible to notice that some graphite
nodules in Figure 3a are surrounded by a lighter-colored circular structure. This type of structure
usually signifies carbon impoverishment of the graphite nodules. It is also possible to observe a
small presence of needle typed structures near the weld interface which are consistent with the
microstructure of ledeburite. As commented previously, graphite nodule size remains relatively
similar up until the joint interface, showing only a small decrease near the FM area. When viewing
Figure 3b it is possible to observe that the BM has retained its initial pearlitic structure with large
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Figure 3 allows a closer view at 400× magnification. It is possible to notice that some graphite
nodules in Figure 3a are surrounded by a lighter-colored circular structure. This type of structure
usually signifies carbon impoverishment of the graphite nodules. It is also possible to observe a small
presence of needle typed structures near the weld interface which are consistent with the microstructure
of ledeburite. As commented previously, graphite nodule size remains relatively similar up until the
joint interface,
Metals
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Figure 3. SEM microscopic analysis at 400× magnification with a 4% Nital etching; (a) sample
Figure 3. SEM microscopic analysis at 400× magnification with a 4% Nital etching; (a) sample
7_P0_P0_W_P700 (UTS = 434.7 MPa); (b) sample 14_P0_P0_W_P0 (UTS = 344.7 MPa); (c) sample
7_P0_P0_W_P700 (UTS = 434.7 MPa); (b) sample 14_P0_P0_W_P0 (UTS = 344.7 MPa); (c) sample
16_P300_N_P700_W_P0 (UTS = 401.8 MPa); (d) sample 19_P0_P300_W_P700 (UTS = 405.7 MPa).
16_P300_N_P700_W_P0 (UTS = 401.8 MPa); (d) sample 19_P0_P300_W_P700 (UTS = 405.7 MPa).

When viewing at 1000× magnification (Figure 4), different concentrations of ledeburite plus
ferrite can easily be distinguished between the microstructures of all samples, being more
predominant in Figure 4a,c. This ledeburite results from the rapid cooling after the welding process,
which is not totally repaired by the further post-welding heat treatment. The same was noticed by
El-Banna [23] in his work, when the samples were not subjected to pre-heating or even when
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When viewing at 1000× magnification (Figure 4), different concentrations of ledeburite plus
ferrite can easily be distinguished between the microstructures of all samples, being more predominant
in Figure 4a,c. This ledeburite results from the rapid cooling after the welding process, which is not
totally repaired by the further post-welding heat treatment. The same was noticed by El-Banna [23] in
his work, when the samples were not subjected to pre-heating or even when subjected to pre-heating
at a low temperature (200 ◦ C). However, this author reports the formation of martensite in the HAZ,
a situation not observed in this work. The different chemical compositions between materials and the
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16_P300_N_P700_W_P0 (UTS = 401.8 MPa); (d) sample 19_P0_P300_W_P700 (UTS = 405.7 MPa).

Sample 7_P0_P0_W_P700, which achieved the highest UTS of all tested samples, was subjected
Sample 7_P0_P0_W_P700, which achieved the highest UTS of all tested samples, was subjected
to surface element mapping, in order to assess the concentrations of different elements and their
to surface element mapping, in order to assess the concentrations of different elements and their
interactions throughout the joint after welding. The chemical composition of the BM was (wt %) C%
interactions throughout the joint after welding. The chemical composition of the BM was (wt %)
3.35–3.65, Si% 2.8–3.3, Mn% 0.15–1.0 and Cu% 0.5–1.1, while the FM (Inconel LR 82 electrode) had a
C% 3.35–3.65, Si% 2.8–3.3, Mn% 0.15–1.0 and Cu% 0.5–1.1, while the FM (Inconel LR 82 electrode)
chemical composition of (wt %) Ni% 67 minimum; Cr% 16; Fe% 7; C% 0.04; Si% 0.4; Mn% 7.5; and
Nb% 2.
When viewing Figure 5b, it is possible to view the carbon element map, showing a very low
concentration of carbon in the FM region near the HAZ region, making the shallow penetration of
the diffused carbon into the FM easily observable. When compared with the findings of Pascual et al.
[18], this low intensity of carbon diffusion generated a lower probability of forming brittle
microstructures, such as martensite, ledeburite and hard carbides, which hinder mechanical
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had a chemical composition of (wt %) Ni% 67 minimum; Cr% 16; Fe% 7; C% 0.04; Si% 0.4; Mn% 7.5;
and Nb% 2.
When viewing Figure 5b, it is possible to view the carbon element map, showing a very low
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Figure 5. Element surface mapping at 200× magnification of sample 7_P0_P0_W_P700 (UTS = 434.7

Figure 5. Element surface mapping at 200× magnification of sample 7_P0_P0_W_P700 (UTS = 434.7 MPa);
MPa); (a) overview of mapped area; (b) carbon map; (c) chromium map; (d) iron map; (e) nickel map;
(a) overview of mapped area; (b) carbon map; (c) chromium map; (d) iron map; (e) nickel map;
(f) silicon map.
(f) silicon map.
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in both areas of the sample (Figure 5f), being justified by silicon contamination during the sample
preparation procedure (wet sanding and polishing with abrasive discs).
Figure 5 also illustrates the absence of metallic carbides of other elements, e.g., chromium carbides
and nickel carbides, among others.
3.3. Hardness Test Results
A row of indentations was performed on the samples to determine the hardness profile of the
welded joint. Figure 6 illustrates the hardness of different areas on the tested samples (BM, HAZ and
FM) and allows us observe how it changes from region to region.
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Figure 6. Hardness inspection results; (a) hardness profile for sample 7_P0_P0_W_P700 (UTS = 434.7
Figure 6. Hardness inspection results; (a) hardness profile for sample 7_P0_P0_W_P700 (UTS =
MPa); (b) hardness profile for sample 14_P0_P0_W_P0 (UTS = 344.7 MPa); (c) hardness profile for
434.7 MPa); (b) hardness profile for sample 14_P0_P0_W_P0 (UTS = 344.7 MPa); (c) hardness
sample 16_P300_N_P700_W_P0 (UTS = 401.8 MPa); (d) hardness profile for sample
profile for sample 16_P300_N_P700_W_P0 (UTS = 401.8 MPa); (d) hardness profile for sample
19_P0_P300_W_P700 (UTS = 405.7 MPa).
19_P0_P300_W_P700 (UTS = 405.7 MPa).

The hardness specification given by the manufacturer was 247–292 HV (240–290 HBW).
Compared with the values shown in Figure 6, when measuring the hardness in the BM region of the
welded joints, it is possible to observe that sample 14_P0_P0_W_P0 (non-heat-treated sample; Figure
6b) retained a similar hardness to what was specified, while the remaining samples saw a drop in
this region. Conversely, the remaining samples demonstrated a higher hardness in the FM region
than when compared to the non-heat-treated sample 14_P0_P0_W_P0. The hardness of the HAZ
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The hardness specification given by the manufacturer was 247–292 HV (240–290 HBW). Compared
with the values shown in Figure 6, when measuring the hardness in the BM region of the welded joints,
it is possible to observe that sample 14_P0_P0_W_P0 (non-heat-treated sample; Figure 6b) retained
a similar hardness to what was specified, while the remaining samples saw a drop in this region.
Conversely, the remaining samples demonstrated a higher hardness in the FM region than when
compared to the non-heat-treated sample 14_P0_P0_W_P0. The hardness of the HAZ region in sample
14_P0_P0_W_P0 was the highest value recorded during testing in this area. Heat-treated samples
followed a similar hardness profile trend. Moreover, these results are in line with the ones obtained by
El-Banna [23], where the BM presented a moderate hardness, the HAZ showed average values and the
FM represented the highest hardness values, due to the effect of the filler metal composition and the
rapid cooling of the material in this area, where the highest temperature values are achieved during
the welding process.
4. Discussion
Considering all the data collected, it is possible to state that a large decrease in UTS and strain
is seen in all samples, independently of the methodology chosen for heat treating. The same effect
has been shown by Pascual et al. [18] regarding the manual shielded metal arc welding of ductile iron
with a ferritic-pearlitic-matrix and the following composition: C 3.7%, Ni 0.6%, Si 2.9% and Mn 0.7%.
However, different methods promoted various results, allowing the establishment of a ranking that
can be seen in Table 6.
Table 6. Comparison between test results and heat treatment methodologies.
Group of
Parameters

Average
UTS (MPa)

Average
Strain (%)

1st Pre-Weld
Heat Cycle

Ni Edge Weld
Deposition

2nd Pre-Weld
Heat Cycle

Inconel Joint
Welding

Post-Welding
Heat Treatment
(PWHT)

BM
P0_P0_W_P700
P0_P300_W_P700
P300_N_P700_W_P0
P700_N_P700_W_P0
P0_P0_W_P0
P300_N_P300_W_P0
P0_P0_W_P800

667.3
399.1
387.6
361.4
350.9
334.2
256.4
210.5

17.7
9.03
8.41
8.60
8.22
4.71
5.32
3.84

300 ◦ C/2 h
700 ◦ C/2 h
300 ◦ C/2 h
-

60 A
60 A
60 A
-

300 ◦ C/2 h
700 ◦ C/2 h
700 ◦ C/2 h
300 ◦ C/2 h
-

80 A/2 passes
80 A/2 passes
80 A/2 passes
80 A/2 passes
80 A/2 passes
80 A/2 passes
80 A/2 passes

700 ◦ C/2 h
700 ◦ C/2 h
800 ◦ C/2 h

When observing Table 6, it is possible to perceive that the two groups which achieved the
highest UTS averages (P0_P0_W_P700 and P0_P300_W_P700) are closely matched in terms of UTS
(vary 11.5 MPa from each other) and heat treatment methodology. These groups have in common the
absence of Ni on the surface before welding and PWHT at 700 ◦ C, thus indicating that performing a
PWHT on its own has a better impact on mechanical properties than executing any other sequence of
treatments tested.
The sample groups, P300_N_P700_W_P0 and P700_N_P700_W_P0, were subjected to pre-heating
stages at 700 ◦ C for 2 h and showed a UTS behavior similar to the samples discussed previously, having
achieved average UTS of 361.4 MPa and 350.9 MPa, respectively. This behavior can be justified by the fact
that high pre-heating temperatures lead to a lower cooling rates after welding. As discussed in [24,30],
lower cooling rates avoid the formation of brittle and hard structures, such as martensite, which hinder
mechanical strength, enabling a favorable microstructure to be maintained/created. Moreover, when
the initial temperature of the material is high, the peak temperature that is reached during welding is
higher than would be achieved when welding the sample at room temperature. This elevated peak
temperature simulates a PWHT, as the material is maintained at a higher temperature for a longer
period of time, being further prolonged by the deposition of each additional weld pass. Therefore,
when lower pre-heating temperatures were implemented, this phenomenon did not take place, giving
way to the appearance of fragile microstructures (as can be interpreted by the poor results given by
samples created in these conditions). When contemplating the microstructural images retrieved during
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SEM analysis, the presence of ledeburite was encountered; however, harder microstructures, such as
martensite or carbides (of any element), were not found. These results can be compared with the ones
achieved by Pascual et al. [18], who did not detected the presence of carbides in the interface, which
enhanced the ductility of the joint, improving the UTS registered in the tensile tests.
On the other hand, samples that were subjected to heat treatments at elevated temperatures
suffered permanent microstructural changes to the BM, rearranging the initial pearlitic matrix
configuration and lowering the overall hardness of the BM. This change did not occur in the
non-heat-treated sample that was observed (sample 14_P0_P0_W_P0). However, due to this the
lack of heat treatment, a very high hardness was found in the HAZ region of this sample, justifying the
poor UTS returned by this group (seen in Figure 6).
Performing heat treatments at 800 ◦ C generated the poorest results in terms of UTS and strain.
This is due to the fact that the temperature of this stage is above the eutectoid temperature of Fe–C alloys
(723 ◦ C) and enabled major microstructural changes to occur, which altered mechanical properties
of the material. These results can be compared with the ones found by El-Banna [23], who tested a
similar ductile cast iron with bull-eye structure, with and without pre-heating processes carried out at
200 ◦ C, 300 ◦ C and 400 ◦ C, stating that ledeburite carbides were formed in the fusion zone without
pre-heating. However, when the cast iron was pre-heated at 400 ◦ C, a mixed matrix of ferrite plus
pearlite around the spheroidal graphite was detected in the fusion and heat affected zones.
In summary, it is possible to observe that DCIs with different UTS values (450 MPa and 700 MPa)
present dissimilar structures and behaviors. The DCI with 700 MPA of UTS presents a ferritic bull-eye
structure which is more sensitive to PWHT than pre-heating treatments. In this case, the temperatures
developed in the welding process annul the effect produced by the pre-heating treatment and, due to
the higher peak temperatures achieved, a longer conservation of heat is seen, which induces a lower
cooling rate. This phenomenon is responsible for the formation of soft structures which promote a
decrease in the joint’s UTS, a situation that cannot be contradicted by performing PWHT. When no heat
treatments were performed, the hardness of the BM remained close to the original value, but increased
significantly in the HAZ. Thus, this work allows us to observe that the best situation for this kind of
DCI is to produce the joint without any pre-treatment and after welding, perform a PWHT in order to
reduce the hardness and stresses accumulated in the HAZ region without disturbing the mechanical
strength achieved in the joint. The diffusion of C into the FM was almost null and the structure in
the HAZ and surroundings was changed both by pre-heat treatments and PWHT, missing the typical
bull-eye aspect. Regarding the hardness values registered in the FM, a change in FM must be studied
in order to keep hardness values closer to those of the BM.
5. Conclusions
Considering the data collected during this research, it is possible to affirm that, when welding
samples of the chosen high strength ductile cast iron (SiboDur® 700-10) with a SMAW technique,
the tested heat treatment parameters and sequences were unable to preserve/restore the cast iron’s
initial mechanical properties. The methodology that achieved the highest results consisted of simply
performing a PWHT at 700 ◦ C for 2 h, allowing us, on average, to preserve roughly 60% of the cast
iron’s initial UTS and 51% of its initial strain percentage. This treatment promotes stress relief (internal
stress created during welding) allowing us to improve the mechanical behavior of the joint. However,
it was observed that this PWHT altered the initial pearlitic microstructure of the BM, which led to
a decrease in hardness of approximately 63% in this area. Therefore, lower PWHT temperatures
should be tested as well as shorter cycle times in an attempt to minimize this phenomenon. Taking
into account that the main application for welding DCI is to perform repairs on non-functional
areas or areas under compressive loads of components, the UTS values achieved can be considered
successful. The appearance of brittle microstructures, such as martensite and high hardness carbides
were successfully avoided, and only the presence of ledeburite in different concentrations was observed.
The chosen FM minimized the amount of carbon diffusion but promoted relatively high hardness
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values in the bead, suggesting that this option should be reconsidered in the future, opting perhaps for
the use of an electrode with a different Inconel composition that is capable of keeping hardness values
closer to the BM ones.
Several pre-heating treatments were tested with returned poor results, indicative once more that
PWHT was more effective when treating this type of material. Nevertheless, PWHT temperatures
were found to have a direct impact on mechanical strength. In fact, samples subjected to a PWHT at
800 ◦ C for 2 h returned the lowest results, in terms of UTS and strain, of all executed trials.
Untreated, cold welds were also tested, and although the BM maintained its initial pearlitic structure,
these samples exhibited poor results due to high hardness values encountered in the HAZ region of the
weld. Even though the presence of martensite was not identified, this localized high hardness led to
premature fracturing in the HAZ area during tensile testing. However, hardness measurements of the
BM areas of these samples showed values within the manufacturer’s specifications.
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